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Snap2sell is a project that eases selling secondhand stuff to an interested buyer without moving out of 
your house. Similarly, it makes it easy for the people who are interested in buying used stuff for their own 
use. One can easily click and upload the images of his/her belongings and post it to the application and 
prospective buyers can find that stuff from a various navigation tools available within the app. The app is 
also available in multiple language that diversifies its functions and area. 

OVERVIEW

SOLUTIONS
Google Map Integration

Payment Offline

Multi-language – Russian, English, etc.

Chatting Modular

Media Compression Technology

Material Theme
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Single Product can be requested by multiple users
Real time Push notifications depicting the status of the products

CHALLENGES

APPROACH
SQL database for the management of records & user data accumulated by the 

website in the optimized tables

On screen loading is replaced by the background loading, which enhances the functionality 

and speeds up the application

TECHNOLOGY
CodeIgnitor, Swift


